Corkscrews for Sale
Picnic

Don Bull, P. O. Box 596, Wirtz, VA 24184 USA
email: corkscrew@bullworks.net

(Please email with alphanumerical listing ID for availability and shipping – include your name and address)

Click here to return to index page: http://www.bullworks.net/bullsale/
PN003 Small picnic corkscrew. Only 3”. Delicate worm. $425
PN006 Very small brass corkscrew. Delicate worm. 2.25”. $195
PN009 Steel corkscrew with fine workmanship on the top. $695
PN011 Steel corkscrew. Shown in the World-Class Corkscrews book.
$350
PN016 Superb turnings and faceting. Delicate worm. $625
PN018 Corkscrew with double sheath ??? $25
PN019 Small delicate steel corkscrew. $425
PN021 Steel corkscrew. $225
PN022 Although the thread together OK, this may be a mismatch. The sheath is marked C & C with a faint British hallmark. $165
PN023 Plated brass corkscrew. $110
PN024 Bayonet fit plated brass corkscrew. $125
PN025 Steel worm with worn plated brass sheath. $145
PN026 Thread a little rough in one spot. $110
PN028 Brass corkscrew. $75
PN029 Brass corkscrew. $125
PN033 Brass top. Steel sheath. Delicate worm. $90
SS Servia, also known as RMS Servia, was a successful transatlantic passenger and mail steamer of revolutionary design, built by J & G Thomson of Clydebank and launched in 1881. She was the first large ocean liner to be built of steel instead of iron, and the first Cunard ship to have an electric lighting installation. For these and other reasons, maritime historians often consider Servia to be the first "modern" ocean liner.

PN036 Corkscrew with left-hand worm. On the sheath is “Souvenir London Trip – Stmr Servia. A & H. A. CO. 1896.” The top of the worm is marked WILLIAMSON. Excellent. $775
PN037 Corkscrew with snap fit sheath. $45
PN039 British Registered Design 731702 with advertising as shown. $95
PN040 Snap fit sheath corkscrew marked as shown. $45
PN042 Snap fit sheath corkscrew marked as shown. $45
PN043 Snap fit sheath corkscrew marked as shown. Barclay’s Lager advertising. $75
PN045 Marked MADE IN ENGLAND. Shown in the World-Class Corkscrews book. $90
PNo46 Friction fit sheath. Plating wear. $29
PN047 Provisional Patent Corkscrew marked as shown. $145
PN050 Marked WILLIAMSON’S on top of the worm. $90
PN051 Double helix picnic corkscrew with brewery advertising as shown. The top is marked WILLIAMSON’S. $175
PN052 Double helix corkscrew with sheath. $110
PN054 Snap fit sheath with advertising as shown. $29
PN055 Corkscrew advertising Coors (beer) – Golden (Colorado). Marked WILLIAMSON CO MAN’F’R’S NEWARK N. J. on the sheath. $175
PN056 Snap fit sheath corkscrew advertising Dutton’s Ales & Stout. $75
PN058 Thin delicate worm corkscrew. $45
PN060 Variant of Berkeley’s British Registered Design No. 46,767 of April 7, 1886 with advertising as shown. $175
PN061 Snap fit sheath corkscrew promoting “Brown & Ward Ltd. Engineers and Machine Tool Makers, Branston Works, B’Ham England.” Early 1900s company. $49
PN062 Snap fit sheath corkscrew with German advertising. $35
PN064 Snap fit sheath corkscrew with advertising. $35
PN072 European Clough advertising corkscrew. $75
PN073 European Clough advertising corkscrew. $95
PNo82 Brass corkscrew which was produced for corkscrew collector Klaus Pumpenmeier. $75
PNo83 Long brass roundlet advertising “Weinsenat Binger Mäuseturm e. V.” $125
PN086 Plain case picnic. Pfeilring trademark. $49
PNo87 Marked GES GESCH for GESETZLICH GESCHÜTZ (protected by law). Decorative case. $79
PN089 Marked GES GESCH for GESETZLICH GESCHÜTZ (protected by law). Silver marks. $89
PN091 Marked GES GESCH for GESETZLICH GESCHÜTZ (protected by law). Pfeilring trademark. $65
PN092 Not marked. Nice case. $59
PN094 Marked GES GESCH for GESETZLICH GESCHÜTZ (protected by law). Pfeilring trademark. $89
PN095 Pfeilring trademark. Sheath dented on the bottom. $25
PN096 Tau Delta Greek letters on the bottom. $35
PN097 ROWOCO Corkscrew on original card. ©1982. $89
PN100 Corkscrew in jeweler’s box. $89
On June 27, 1939, Danbury, Connecticut resident Knud Knudsen obtained U. S. Patent Number 2,164,191 for his "Remover for Bottle Closures". The patent was assigned to Danbury-Knudsen, a Connecticut corporation. $45
On June 27, 1939 Danbury, Connecticut resident Knud Knudsen obtained U. S. Patent Number 2,164,191 for his "Remover for Bottle Closures". The patent was assigned to Danbury-Knudsen, a Connecticut corporation. $45
PN104 Picnic corkscrew / cap lifter advertising Missouri Pacific Lines. $65
PN105 Elegant modern design corkscrew and cap lifter with a snap fit sheath. $49
PN106 Unusual advertising corkscrew for Camel Soda, St. Louis. $89
PN107 Interesting celluloid handle design with advertising for Mound City Ice & Storage, St. Louis. $69
PN108 Friction fit sheath with advertising for Saccone & Speed Ltd. From the Gibraltar firm – how many corkscrews do you have from Gibraltar? $29
PN109 Picnic corkscrew from Marwood & Co., Crown Corks & Corks. $65
PN110 Picnic corkscrew with a red sheath which is a bit fatter than the normal. $26
PN111 Picnic corkscrew and cap lifter from Holman Bros. Ltd. $29
PN113 Picnic corkscrew / cap lifter. Maroon sheath. $22
PN116 Picnic Corkscrew. Olive drab sheath. $22
PN117 Picnic Corkscrew. Maroon sheath. $22
PN119 Picnic Corkscrew. Brown sheath. $10
PN120 Picnic Corkscrew. Black sheath. $22
PN121 Picnic Corkscrew. Mottled olive drab sheath. $22
PN122 The corkscrew is marked RD762004 which is William Arthur Willetts British Registered Design No. 762,004 of February 19, 1931. Also marked MADE IN ENGLAND. $45
PN123 The corkscrew is marked RD762004 which is William Arthur Willetts British Registered Design No. 762,004 of February 19, 1931. $45
PN125 Picnic Corkscrew. Black sheath. $22
PN127 Heavy long brass picnic corkscrew. $55
PN129 Picnic corkscrew from the Belgian company “Compagnie Maritime Belge.” $55
PN135 Wood corkscrew with top hat and Champagne bottle decorations. Small crack in sheath as seen in photo. $26
PN136 From the Corkscrew in Brentwood, California. $25
PN137 Wood corkscrew. $2
PN138 Brass corkscrew with integral bottle opener. $24
PN139 How many corkscrews do you have from Mallorca. $25 (cost a lot more to go there and get one!)
PN140 A very heavy brass corkscrew. $28
PN142 Picnic Corkscrew. $45
PN143 Picnic Corkscrew with advertising as shown. $33
PN144 Picnic corkscrew celebrating the 70th birthday of corkscrew collector Peter Hoefer. NFS
PN145 How many corkscrews do you have from Liechtenstein? Wood. For some unknown reason a piece has been cut out of the sheath as seen in photo. Display it with that hidden! $35
PN147 Silver-plated corkscrew marked R & B for Reed & Barton, Taunton, Massachusetts. $49
PN148 Silver-plated corkscrew marked R & B for Reed & Barton, Taunton, Massachusetts. $47
PN149 Brass Corkscrew. $55